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The care with which each
piece in Makeshift Comforts has
been rendered is emotionally
palpable. At once sophisticated
and earnest, the work impresses
a disarming sensation of
looking at something extremely
personal, even private,
conjured into being before you.
Familiarity and warmth radiate

somehow lifted out of your own
memories—hazy ephemeral
fragments brought through
a time-space tear—a piece
of childhood here, a stick of
grandma’s furniture there; a
sudden recollection of what
ditch grass sounds like when
you speed past it in the family
car.

from the works, which are
well-matched in the bright yet
lived-in character of the newly

Part of her ongoing series, Makeshift
Comforts presents an array of photo-based
sculptures that Emily Geen collectively
refers to as ‘snapshots’. Each piece is
comprised of photographic images that are
physically and/or compositionally featured
in mixed-media sculptural assemblages:
a digitally-flattened image merged with
other objects and materials; a photograph
presented as object in a sculptural event.
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renovated space on Fisgard.
The overall effect challenges
the usual motions of critical
assessment for which gallery
spaces are reserved. For this
reason, the impulse to talk about
“the work” seems at first like
an unnecessary posturing that
could neither add nor detract
from the beauty around you,
already whole. Rather than
turning gears, other levels
of experience take over. You
could swear these pieces were

There is memory and
nostalgia present in Makeshift
Comforts, no question. But
these works are also shrines to
love: a family picnic, backlit
into a shadow-play, is set
within votive layers of golden,
crafting cardboard. It looks
like the setting sun of August,
painted onto a vellum chapterpage in a holy book. Another:
a photograph of something
radiant and indiscernible lies
like a sleeping songbird in a net
of shimmering wire; a prayer;
a careful poem on a plinth. It
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is hard to overstate the simple
beauty of these pieces. For all
the conceptual strength in her
use of photographic elements,
the sculptural facets of each
assemblage are a master-class in

They are strange,
like ghosts.

texture, scale and material. It is
supremely difficult not to touch
them.
It is interesting that Geen
refers to her work as ‘snapshots’.
Out of context, the word brings
to mind the flat immediacy of
Polaroids and the short-form
visual souvenirs collected for
the ‘social purpose’1 of amateur
photography. These associations
are present, yet Geen’s pieces

Emily Geen, West Coast Picnic, 2019

evoke the acquisition of
something less stable and
more mysterious than selective
portraits of everyday life. This is
partly due to the overwhelming
presence of a certain landscape
and time figuring in her work
(Emily, though based in Victoria,
is originally from Lake Country,
BC). This sense of place fills up
the entire gallery, practically a
perfume of sky and snow and
lake water and sidewalk.

These prints were cast aside for
being “too blurry, too awkwardly
framed, or perhaps…redundant”.
Instead of destroying them, the
duds were politely stored at
the behest of some unknown
sentimental duty back when
family photographs–and photos
taken by family–were irrefutably
precious. And, Geen still treats
them as such.
I know these photographs.

They could easily be mine.
Back when each roll of film
promised an envelope of
surprise, there would always
be outliers set aside in a pile
while sorting through a glossy
deck of more successful
shots. Failed images, whether
slightly imperfect or utterly
confusing, always managed
to possess an obscure, artful
and almost paranormal quality
that made them impossible

Geen’s snapshots evoke a
mixture of familiarity, undone
narrative, and the not-so-distant
version of immediacy enabled
by newer, sleeker technology.
In a sense, they suggest failure.
In truth, they are failures. They
are rejects; beautiful losers.
Geen uses photographs that
she finds by sifting through her
family’s shoeboxes of rejected
4”x6” prints, most of which date
from the early 1980s to 2000s.
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to discard. I kept an album

a cascading shred of fabric),

of these for years, eventually

mutely insistent like clues to

gifting them to a friend, like

something unsolved. Newly

a binder of dreams: ghostly,

beautiful in their status as art,

unintentional compositions,

they are poignantly useless—

effects and exposures that

revered. Released from the

revealed overlooked potential

tyranny of literal representation,

(the universe of your leg as

Geen’s chosen references

you walked, carelessly; a bit of
ceiling; a decapitated portrait).
Failed photographs—especially
family photographs—do not
serve their intended purpose.
They are defiant abominations

This sense of place fills up the
entire gallery, practically a
perfume of sky and snow and
lake water and sidewalk.

that furnish evidence of
something other than ideated
situational mastery. They are

float freely to the surface of

strange, like ghosts.

reinterpretation, coming into
their own as contemporary

This haunting effect is only

objets d’art; more complete

enhanced by the integration of

than signifiers, more whole

everyday objects and domestic

than simulacra. Realer than the

castoffs into the assemblages

real thing.

(an arrangement of cement
garden blocks; a piece of mirror;
a vintage magazine rack;

Above: Snowfort, 2019
Below: Quadriga, 2019

This adaptive, associative
approach is part of Geen’s
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creative process. Combining

mood, and texture. The folkish

techniques, technologies

quality of ‘real’ materials is held

and media, she allows each

in perfect tension with digital

sculpture to arrive at its

technique.

final form a little differently.
“Some of the snapshots go

Like memories, no two

through a process of scanning

‘snapshots’ in Makeshift

or re-photographing, often

Comforts are the same. It would

alongside other objects, causing

not carry as a collection of

them to flatten and merge

‘found’ photography alone—

with the material aspects

these kinds of archives are

of the sculpture. Others are

among my favourite things,

simply paired with objects,

but this is so much more. It

sustaining their autonomous

is by Geen’s very occupation

physical relationships.” Geen

of the space between ‘art’,

sidesteps preciousness and

not-art, found objects and

pretension in one deft stride,

repurposed materials that she

skillfully leveraging time’s

is able to collapse this liminality

aesthetic distance through the

into a single, beautiful and

organization of mnemonic

raw event, “dissolving [the]

geographies in combination

limitations and binaries3” of

with a contemporary

media into Thingness. In doing

installation-based sensibility.

so, Geen allows the viewer to

The works occupy the floor, the

contemplate new intricacies

wall and the plinth with equal

of meaning in the meeting

ease, each conveying varying

of image, form, content and

degrees of lightness, weight,

the conception of space. This
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sophisticated retooling of poetic rejects into a series
of sculptural gestures reads as a knowing subversion
of Susan Sontag’s somewhat elitist rumination that
time, “eventually positions most photographs, even
the most amateurish, at the level of art.4”
The earnestness of expression in Makeshift
Comforts is both the first impression, and the last.
It feels enlightened and without guile, pointing
to a maturity of vision that belies the ‘makeshift’
namesake of the series. Geen has described what she
makes as “associative improvisations.” Her sensuous
free-forms remind us of something, but we’re not
sure what... And it doesn’t matter.
— Rihannon Herbert
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